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Reciprocating Feeder 

overview 
Our company has successfully designed and manufactured the new WF 

series reciprocating feeder to meet present market needs. It is mainly 

used for feeding various non-sticky materials. The reciprocating feeder 

can send massive and granular materials from feed bin to receiving 

device evenly and continuously. In the sand making production line, the 

reciprocating feeder evenly and continuously feeds which helps crusher 

feeding hole blocking. 

Features 
1. Feeding amount can be conveniently adjusted at any time. 

2. Simple structure and reliable performance. 

3. Matching power and operating cost are both low. 

4. Designed with no quick-wearing parts makes equipment maintenance 

quite convenient. 

5. Occupies little space and requires just 1/5 the investment of medium 

plate mill. 

Application 
The reciprocating feeder has been widely used in the crushing and 

screening line of the industries of beneficiation, building materials, 
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electricity, chemical engineering, etc. 

Welcome to Dingsheng! Our company is a major manufacturer and 

supplier of reciprocating feeder in 

China. With over 10 years of 

experience, we are capable of 

providing a wide range of crushing 

products, including wear resistant 

parts, roller crusher, single stage 

hammer crusher, tire mobile crushing and screening plant, etc. Our 

products are characterized by superior quality and competitive prices, as 

a result of our strict quality and cost control measures, as well as 

convenient transportation network. 

If you are interested in our feeder and screen, please feel free to contact  

us. 

Technical Data 

Spec. 

Feeding 

Granularity 

(mm) 

Power 

(kw) 

Production 

Capacity 

(t/h) 

Weight(t) 

Overall 

Dimension 

(mm)(L*W*H) 

WF120 ≤600 4~5.5 90~150 3.1 3390*1900*770 

WF220 ≤800 7.5~11 200~280 3.5 4000*2600*1180 

WF220(extra 

heavy) 
≤1000 11~22 200~320 6.5 4100*2800*1240 

WF300 ≤1200 22~37 300~400 9.5 5675*3300*1585 
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Service 
Dingsheng has always pursued the service concept of "Create customer 

value, the customer is always right". As for service, clients' needs have 

always been our primary concern. Through standardized, differentiated 

and super valued service, we can reduce clients' psychological cost and 

use-cost, and ultimately increase clients' transition value, profitability 

and purchasing power. As a result, we can improve Dingsheng's service 

brand competitiveness and lead the way of service for fellow 

competitors. 

Accessories Service 

Our company is a major manufacturer of wear resistant materials. 

Dingsheng has always valued product quality as its core value. Most of 

our parts and quick-wear parts are manufactured with quality 

ear-resistant materials and advanced processing techniques. Our 

equipment features excellent durability and wear resistance. 

Service Network 

Presently, Dingsheng has offices and branch companies in more than 10 

countries and regions, and 31 offices in China. In addition to traditional 

after-sale service, our company offers internet sales and product trace 

services. We guarantee that we will offer our valued clients timely and 

thorough services. 

Service Team 
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Our company has 30 engineers providing professional after-sale services. 

They are all skilled, experienced and familiar with the working principles 

of various machines and equipment. We promise that we will arrive on 

scene within 48 hours for 1000 kilometers when we get a call from our 

clients and not over 72 hours for clients farther away. 

Contact Us 
Dingsheng Engineering Technology Co., Ltd. 

Add.:6 Floor, Unit B, Torch Building, No.8 Guohuai Road, Hi-tech 

Development Zone, Zhengzhou, Henan Province, China  

Post Code: 450001  

Tel: 0086-371-67897103 0086-371-53738757 

Fax: 0086-371-65948723 0086-371-60535395 

E-mail: dscrusher@hotmail.com 

Contact Person: Lerryliu 
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